
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FAO. Ben Sandover 

Planning Department 

Preston City Council  

Town Hall  

Lancaster Road 

Preston 

PR1 2RL 

 

18th February 2020 

 

OUR REF: PWA_15-188 

 

Dear Mr Sandover 

 

RE. 06/2018/0884: Bushells Farm, Mill Lane, Preston, PR3 2BJ 

 

Outline planning application for up to 140no. dwellings with all matters reserved except for access 

 

I write in respect of the above planning application and further to various items of earlier correspondence in 

which we expressed concern at how the Council intends to proceed to determine the application. 

 

In particular we raised concerns that the Council’s assessment of the current housing land supply position as 

set out in the “Housing Land Position Update (December 2019)” relied very heavily upon the conclusions of 

the Inspector who recently determined an appeal related to land at Chain House Lane, Whitestake in South 

Ribble (APP/F2360/W/19/3234070). We noted that this decision was the subject of a legal challenge under 

s.288 and that it was premature for Council to rely upon this decision until the outcome of the challenge was 

known. Moreover, we set out our views, consistent with others, that a decision to switch to use of the standard 

method calculation of local housing need had other consequences, one of which was that the policies most 

important for determination of these applications were out of date and hence that the tilted balance remains 

engaged. 

 

We understand that notice has been received today that the 1st defendant (Secretary of State for Housing, 

Communities and Local Government) has conceded one of the grounds of legal challenge and so has agreed 

that the decision should be quashed. Whilst this is of course subject to the decision of the 2nd defendant (South 

Ribble Borough Council), the views of the SoS are of course of significance, both for the appeal decision itself 

and for the interpretation of NPPF Paragraph 11(d).  

 

For the reasons previously indicated, we continue to believe that any decision to refuse the application would 

be unreasonable and inappropriate and inconsistent with national guidance. We would therefore request that 

the Council does not move to issue a decision notice (to refuse the application) as has been intended, but 

instead considers its intended decision against the background of the SoS decision and instead reverts to the 

original resolution of the Committee made in 2019, to approve the scheme subject to s.106 agreement. 
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Should the Council continue to move to refuse the application we will have no option than to vigorously 

challenge the decision at appeal (seeking a full award of costs) and at the same time seek legal advice on any 

other course of action which may be open to the applicant to challenge the actions of the Council.  

 

I would be grateful if you could clarify how the Council intends to proceed as a matter of urgency.   

 

Should you require any clarification on the above points, please do not hesitate to contact me.  

 

Yours sincerely  

 

 

    

Daniel HughesDaniel HughesDaniel HughesDaniel Hughes    MRTPIMRTPIMRTPIMRTPI 

Associate 

PWA Planning 

 


